




FIVE IS THE SYMBOL OF DIVINE HARMONY. IT IS THE 

BALANCE BETWEEN LIGHT AND DARK, LOVE AND 

LUST, SCENT AND OIL. FVITH IS ELEMENTAL. IT IS 

OTHERWORLDLY. IT IS THAT EXTRA SOMETHING THAT 

IMBUES  EACH OF OUR FRAGRANCES.



ABOUT FVITH

FVITH (pronounced FIFTH) is a luxury home and body fragrance brand 

based in Los Angeles, CA. Our mission is to craft unique sensory experiences 

that stimulate the mind, body and spirit. We handpick every note in our 

fragrances with the guidance of expert perfumers. Currently, we offer vegan 

hand-poured noir candles, roll-on perfume oils, diffusers, and room sprays. 







WHAT IS FVITH?

Five is the symbol of divine harmony. It was once believed a fifth element 

existed alongside earth, fire, water and air. The fifth was considered 

everything intangible and unexplainable, the powerful something that fueled 

and contained life. 

We’re called FVITH, because we want you to experience a bit of magic. Scent 

is a journey and vibe. It can take us places. That moment when you inhale an 

intoxicating scent, escape reality for a second, and exhale a glorious sigh, 

feels otherworldly.  

FVITH marries this experience with LA swag and sophistication using the 

finest ingredients.



OUR COLLECTIONS

The black tie event. The little black dress. The black suit or tux. What is more 

iconic and sophisticated than black? We invoke a classic monochromatic 

design throughout our collections, from our noir candle wax and diffuser 

reeds, to our noir packaging and vessel accents.

PERFUME OILS

FVITH roll-on perfume oils are an instant confidence and style boost, 

delivering lasting scent with a pure blend of fragrance and safflower oil. They 

contain no additives, phthalates, or parabens, and come in an Italian glass 

vial (9 ml) with stainless steel roller and custom cap.





CANDLES

Noir wax candles are bold, chic and evergreen, fitting effortlessly with diverse 

home aesthetics. All of our signature scents come in our vegan standard 

candles (8.5 oz), with select fragrances available in large 3-wick vessels (26 

oz). Our candles are handcrafted in small batches with a unique soy wax 

blend. They are set in premium glass, have 100% cotton wicks, and burn for 

approximately 55 and 150 hours, respectively.

DIFFUSERS

Diffusers are an excellent addition to any home fragrance collection as they 

require minimal upkeep and fill spaces with scent around-the-clock. With 

sleek glass vessels (170 ml) and nine noir reeds, our elegant diffusers visually 

complement any space while providing three to six months of fragrance. 

ROOM SPRAYS

Sometimes an instant boost of fine fragrance is necessary for a space to feel 

and smell its best. Our room sprays are perfect for home, office, and on the 

go. They come in non-aerosol glass bottles that look as luxurious as they smell. 





WHY JOIN US

Investing in FVITH is investing in your business! Enjoy low wholesale pricing, 

so you can maximize your returns. FVITH makes products that sell. We’ve 

taken great care in crafting memorable home and body fragrance products 

your customers will love. Our true passion for fragrance, design and detail 

drives each creation from start to finish. As a reseller, you also get access to 

new products before the general public.





FIVE REASONS

HANDCRAFTED We mix, pour, label and package each item by hand. 

VEGAN Our Noir candles are made with a unique soy blend wax

INDEPENDENT We are a sibling-owned family business.

SOPHISTICATED Our monochromatic aesthetics are sleek and classic. 

UNISEX We craft luxe fragrances to suit a variety of tastes and essences.



THE PRESS

FVITH is a brand favorite among beauty editors across the United States, 

including: Jenna Rennert, previously at Vogue, Hallie Gould at Byrdie, Tanisha 

Pina at Nylon, and the entire teams at People and Fashionista.

FVITH HAS BEEN FEATURED IN



THE FOUNDERS

LA natives and siblings Amanda and Grant have meticulously developed each 

layer of FVITH to amplify the free spirit. They have always had a penchant for 

seizing the day and breaking rules. Although the times of missing curfew and 

covering up for each other are long gone, they are still going on adventures 

together. This brand is their latest one. 

For years, Amanda and Grant wanted to start a business together. Then 

entered the idea for FVITH, their celebration of the city they call home 

and the magic that moves it. This brand exists to push boundaries through 

sensory expression, to distill grace and wonder into fragrances that inspire 

other vibrant spirits to live out loud and seize every moment.







Thank you again for your interest in joining the FVITH family. If you have any 

questions, please reach out at sales@fvith.com. For even more FVITH, visit 

our website and Instagram. We look forward to working with you. 

EMAIL:
sales@fvith.com

PHONE: 
818.201.2773

WEBSITE:
fv ith.com

@thefvith

CONTACT FVITH




